Welcome to Bühler UK Ltd.

Your experienced partner. Bühler UK Ltd. is your advanced, competent technology partner when it comes to manufacturing and installation of machines, plants and services for processing grains, food and other materials across the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. In operation since 1928, its headquarters is conveniently located in London Docklands. A regional Service Station is based in Manchester.

Engineered solutions tailored to your needs. Customers have access to a comprehensive range of solutions. From grains, rice, cocoa and other raw materials to die-casting and surface coating technologies. Bühler offers customised solutions including engineering and project management – tailored to your needs. The Atlantis Avenue headquarters is also home to the Digital Technologies division, renowned for its pioneering SORTEX® range of optical sorting technologies as well as innovative sensor and digital solutions. It features a modern, technology advanced manufacturing site, research and development team and houses some of the world’s best experts in foreign material detection and cutting-edge processing technologies. Application trials and product walkthroughs are regularly arranged for customers. The site also hosts best practice events, sharing its Lean Manufacturing processes and success with other British-based companies.

Dedicated sales & service.
A dedicated team of Bühler trained engineers, specialists and customer services, serve the needs of our customers in the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland. A strong local presence means, we understand the needs of local requirements and can offer a faster response, machine and spares delivery and cost-effective engineering services – minimum downtime. For increased regional support, the Manchester Service Station offers additional services including machine servicing, sieve tensioning, roll refluting and Leybold Optics refurbishments.
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Innovations for a better world.

www.buhlergroup.com
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www.twitter.com/buhler_group